BOWRAVILLE MASTERPLAN
A town-planning study of ‘The Verandah Post Town’
& the possibilities for a co-ordinated upgrade
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Draft Masterplan and Design Report – January 2021
Prepared by Alan Rudge Architects for Nambucca Valley Council

Back lit Cabbage Tree Palm leaf
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…”a society grows great when old men plant trees
whose shade they know they shall never sit in”…
Greek Proverb
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1.0 Community Vision
Results from extensive community consultation.
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COMMUNITY VISION
Through consultation with Gumbaynggirr and wider Bowraville community, a public workshop and survey conducted by the
Bowraville Chamber of Commerce, the community of Bowraville recently shared their thoughts/hopes for Bowraville.
These consultations were the catalyst for Alan Rudge Architects to prepare this Masterplan on behalf of Nambucca Valley
Council. There will no doubt be more to come!

BOWRAVILLE / BAWRRUUNG / CABBAGE TREE PALM / LIVISTONA AUSTRALIS
Our selection of this Palm as the local signature street-tree species uniquely relates to the Aboriginal name of the town.
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ACTIONS FROM COMMUNITY WORKSHOP
From the workshop held on 14 December 2020 the Bowraville community has identified a number of projects, actions and
initiatives that could be implemented to support Bowraville to achieve its vision and goals.

TARGET OUTCOMES

ACTIONS

Relocation of powerlines underground

Refer budget costings by Gosling Electrical

Pavement renewal
Lamp posts, street lighting

Increase necessary pedestrian safety and access
To future design. Not necessarily “heritage”

Façade improvements
Placemaking/wayfinding/signage

Detailed study required
Currently non-existent

Street furniture improvements

Currently non-existent

Amenities upgrade/replacement

Public toilets to be upgraded to current acceptable
standard

Parking
Parklets

Must be increased to allow for increase in tourism
Necessary to facilitate al fresco dining

RV parking

See ‘Tourism’ – probably best at Racetrack

Water feature
Drinking water

‘Healing’ significance to Gumbaynggirr
Street bubblers / water refill stations noticeably
absent
Refer 2004 report by Greg Hamilton, Architect

Widening median, wider paths & traffic calming and pedestrian
movements
Street tree / shade opportunities

Refer 2004 report by Greg Hamilton, Architect
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ACTIONS FROM GUMBAYNGGIRR MEETING
From the meeting with this office and the Gumbaynggirr community representatives held on 25 January 2021. The following is
a summary of projects, actions and initiatives that could be implemented to support Bowraville to achieve its vision and goals.
TARGET OUTCOMES

ACTIONS

Clarification of the name “Bowraville”

“Bawrruung” = place of cabbage tree palm. Adopt as major theme.

Landscaping for the town, with reference to significant local
aboriginal trees, plants, totems etc

Replace current palms with cabbage tree palms, other appropriate
native trees and bush tucker.

Rainbow serpent implementation / water feature

Rainbow serpent not specifically wanted. Further consultation and
detail required. Water feature wanted.

New public toilets, car-parking

The current situation makes them feel like 2nd-class citizens.

Street furniture, sculptures and aboriginal art

Sculptures by Nick Warfield, etc. Replace existing old sculptures. *

Lighting

Necessary for safety.

Murals
Story signs / Gumbaynggirr language

Many talented local artists willing to assist.
Gumbaynggirr community consultation needed.

Acknowledgment of Aboriginal soldiers on cenotaph

Approach local Historians/RSL and F. Partridge museum.

Seating

Very little formal public seats, tables.

*

“Bowraville needs to forget its old image and embrace the future for our children”
Gumbaynggirr Elder, January 2021
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SURVEY CONDUCTED BY
BOWRAVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Survey Feedback -

Beautification and Amenity Sub-Committee of the
Bowraville Chamber of Commerce. 2019-2020

These responses are from 25 ‘locals’ and 7 others at encounters in the main street and in some shops and market.
People filled out the form with no input from survey administrators.
Q1 and Q2 asked… what do you value and appreciate about Bowraville, and in the town centre.
(The responses are combined as they overlapped so much.)
• Heritage aspects had 7 mentions for the whole town and 10 for town centre. Other responses such as streetscape,
clock, palms, cedar grove could be added to this focus.
• Friendliness was also often mentioned with 11 responses, including 4 from visitors.
• Wide streets got 4 mentions in whole town and 6 in town centre focus.
• Community aspects – spirit (2) and size (4) and mix (1) in the first question whilst slow pace of life (3), village or
country feel (3) might also belong under this banner.
• The town setting, in beauty of the hinterland valley (5) and the proximity to beaches (!) was mentioned.
• Amenity included ease of free parking, bus service, easy walk, fantastic new playground (2) theatre, veranda shade,
and shops that cater for needs (9).
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Q3 asked for perceived problems or concerns regarding the look and feel of the town centre.
• 11 respondents said it was too hot and needed more shade – this was not asked in summer! – and the palms in centre
were not exonerated with comments on how they block visibility at the top of the street, serve no useful purpose,
not pleasant to look at, and “only make it look more like a desert”.
• The need for seating was mentioned 6 times.
• Shops closing and empty had 4 notes with another 4 recent respondents mentioning the need for a café.
• A broader range of businesses was suggested including something to keep youth busy in the evenings.
• Parking problems (3) plus more disability parking (1). Also need for pedestrian crossing (1).
• Appearances are important and it was mentioned the need to keep the old country look. However, it was called
tired, in need of a heritage facelift, boring paint colours, toilets needing more cleaning and the footpaths are grotty.
• 2 respondents didn’t like the powerlines.
• Speed in town should be lower, too much tarmac.
With a comment from a visitor “Keep the ‘old world’ vibe at any cost”. Interestingly, all the visitors responded that there
were no perceived problems.
Q4 asked for ideas to address these issues.
• 9 responded trees.
• 7 suggested seating. Also making more people spaces by narrowing the car lanes, and creating parklets
were suggested.
• 3 suggestions to remove powerlines and plant shade.
• To bring back vitality to the centre, suggestions included to have festivals (1) and get grants to keep shops open (2).
And change attitudes! (1). The Chamber and Council were delegated to follow up here.
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• Renovation, covering ugly buildings and changing colour schemes were mentioned.
• One suggestion to change to angle parking. And one to get rid of palms on narrow median strip and plant flowers.
• And to shade the large area in front of the old Council Chambers and make that a pleasant place to relax.
The visitors’ suggestions were quite different and focussed on development and promotion of the town and its
heritage – both pioneer and Aboriginal.
Q5 Other thoughts
Lots here, mainly building on other comments. Need Indigenous recognition of cultural heritage, including bush walks
and Greater Koala National Park. An endless generosity swap market. Make lookout with views, signage, maps.
Make it an alternative energy town.…and from me “imagine Bowra now if the tarmac was reduced and trees planted
15 years ago when the Bowraville Main Street Rehabilitation project was developed. “IT IS TIME” – Phillida Hartley.
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2.0 Case Studies of Northern
NSW Coastal & Rural
Town Centres
Studies of Street Revitalisation examples were conducted
in Forster, Port Macquarie, Taree, Coffs Harbour,
Armidale, Sawtell, Bangalow, Dubbo, Wingham,
Tamworth, Mudgee and Wauchope
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FORSTER
Population: 13,740 (2016 census)
A fine example of a former conventional CBD street converted by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

One-way, 4m traffic lane
Increased angled parking numbers
Separation of pedestrians/vehicles
Paving exemplary
Landscaping provides shade, colour and safety for
pedestrians, and conceals very ordinary shopfronts
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PORT MACQUARIE
Population: 73,131 (2016 census)

• An example with much to learn from.
• Excellent separation of vehicles & pedestrians.
• Cenotaph treatment provides lessons to Bowraville,
particularly with inclusion of plaques around central
monument. (Could be similar to Macksville’s River Street
War Memorial.)
• Street Lighting both with fixed high lamps and lower
adjustable lanterns. No need to be “heritage based “in an
historic town with significant heritage in NSW.
• A flexible space for community events.
• Note: street furniture/lighting/bollards and signature “Port
Macquarie” (Norfolk Island) Pine Trees.
• Note change in paving from bitumen, giving a clear,
defined signal to pedestrians and vehicles.
• Street trees provide shade and colour, variety.
• Bollards reminiscent of wharves and riverside connection.
Port Macquarie’s CBD makeover gives it integrity, using
local references to reinforce a successful local identity, and
to create places for the community to be proud of.
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TAREE
Population: 16,197 (2016 census)
A major mid-north coast regional centre, with major 2-way
traffic in Main Street, formerly the Pacific Highway.
This is unlike Bowraville, where we can give precedence to
the pedestrians and re-route traffic around the High Street
precinct for festivals, markets, etc.

Seating in Taree’s Main Street.

Note:
• Paving
• Streetlamps/ lighting
• Carved timber seating
• Carved timber Goanna sculpture
• Street trees – mix of Canary Island Palms and the rain
forest ‘feature tree’ - the Flame Tree (not successfully
treated)
• Parklet with al fresco dining
Taree’s Main Street makeover has good elements (see
above) but:
- lacks a cohesive theme – ‘you could be anywhere’ –
nothing says: “This is Taree”
- Doesn’t reinforce links to the Manning River, the town’s
greatest asset
- This is a sad situation where a great opportunity has
been lost, or not realised

Seating and sculpture in Taree’s town centre
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COFFS HARBOUR
Population: 72,944 (2016 census)

Public toilets located in Coffs Harbour.

A current standard for public facilities
• Vandal proof, easily maintained
• Unisex washing and sanitary facilities
• Fully accessible
• Open, well ventilated, light and airy
We envisage a similar facility for Bowraville to replace the existing down-market ageing public toilet block adjacent to IGA
in Belmore Street.
Also, a this is a great vehicle to showcase Green credentials and sustainability with P.V. cells, rainwater harvesting and
waterless urinals etc.
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COFFS HARBOUR
Streetscape in CBD

Coffs has excellent pockets of street trees, al fresco
dining and parklets but lacks a unified theme.
This is largely due to its size, topography and the
haphazard way it has grown over the last 180 years.
It lacks the unique, unifying heritage preserved in
Bowraville – “The Verandah Post Town” - which
already has an existing unique identity just waiting to
be reinforced, acknowledged and celebrated.
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ARMIDALE
Population: 29,449 (2016 census)

-

Street closure provides formal al fresco areas.
Well-paved, with plantings that reflect the cooler climate of this tableland city.
Shade-sails provide festive, welcoming aesthetic.
Flexibility for place-making with moveable planter boxes.
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SAWTELL
Population: 3,682 (2016 census)

The ‘best street on the NSW North Coast’.

-

-

In his 2004 report, Architect Greg Hamilton criticised the central median strip as being remote from the numerous
restaurants along First Avenue. The central median can be drawn safely to the existing footpath/dining areas by
raised, traffic-calming devices as proposed for Bowraville. Parklets will also assist in this endeavour.
Recent improvements include street furniture – tables and chairs – among the fig trees, which are now well-used.
Bowraville’s High Street is wider than First Avenue, Sawtell. We have proposed a 10m wide central median, 4m
wider than that illustrated above.
There are only 4 giant fig trees here, but the impression is of many more.
The street is closed for the July “Chilli Festival”, with stalls and Stages at each end providing food and entertainment.
An excellent example of the landscape providing incentive for good commercial development, particularly as a place
for a large variety of dining experiences; an “Eat Street”, that provides so much more inherent community value.
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BANGALOW
Population: 2,021 (2016 census)

-

As with Bowraville, the town derives its
name from a native palm tree.

-

Also, like Bowraville, Bangalow
retained its rural/dairying/1900’s
commercial façades reasonably intact,
due to ‘modern’ development being
concentrated elsewhere.
These façades are now preserved,
highly valued and give a unique
identity to the village.

-

This photo demonstrates how the “local
palm tree” can provide shade and
soften the hard commercial reality of
the C.B.D. although our aim is to
preserve and enhance the integrity of
the existing ‘Verandah Post Town’.
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DUBBO
Population: 38,943 (2016 census)

-

A major mid-western NSW regional centre.
Trees provide central shaded parking, with obvious
vehicular domination of Church Street.
(Contrast this parking landscaping with Wingham’s
identical central parking layout).
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WINGHAM
Population: 5,374 (2016 census)

-

-

-

-

-

As with Bowraville, Wingham’s prosperity was
derived from cattle, dairy and a major timber
industry.
Isabella Street is wide, like High Street Bowraville
where both towns’ main streets allowed timberladen bullock drays sufficient turning circle.
A modern motorist’s parking dream, this layout is
very convenient and works well as regards access.
However, the street is hot, uninviting and there is a
noticeable absence of trees – or any vegetation of
any note. The commercial facades lack the unified
integrity of Bowraville’s ‘verandah post’ aesthetic.
There is no pleasant softening of the street by trees,
which exposes the nondescript building facades as
the only source of character or charm.
A depressing urban environment, albeit with
enormous potential.
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TAMWORTH
Population: 77,029 (2016 census)
Tamworth’s famous Peel Street. This comes alive for
two weeks at the annual Country Music Festival.

-

Features include Canary Island Palms at all major
intersections, with deciduous ‘infill’ smaller trees.
Roundabouts terminate the pedestrian pleasure; although in
such a major regional centre, through-traffic takes priority.
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MUDGEE
Population: 10,923 (2016 census)

The ubiquitous roundabout, while necessary for
orderly traffic management, only spells death to
the intersection’s potential pedestrian use.
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WAUCHOPE
Population: 6,312 (2016 census)
-

Wauchope, “The Timber Town” is similar in history to Bowraville and Wingham.
Unlike Wingham, extensive rows of ficus trees have been planted in the main streets’ central medians.
They provide shade for cars; but not for pedestrian enjoyment as at the successful Sawtell example.
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3.0 Architects’ Concept Plans
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This report should be read in conjunction with Alan Rudge Architects’
Plans A001, A002, A004, and A005 dated 28/01/2021

References:
•
•

Valley of the Crooked River, N. Townsend 1993
Precious Memories, D. Dunne 2001

Existing Plans and Strategies
•
•
•
•
•
•

North Coast Regional Urban Design Guides – 7 Design Objectives
Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan
Bowraville Connections (Hennessey Tape)
Bowraville Heritage Study – 1989 – Perumal Murphy Pty. Ltd. Conservation & Environmental Planner
The Nambucca Shire Council Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plan
The Bowraville Main Street Rehabilitation Project (Chamber of Commerce Project) – 2004 by Greg Hamilton, Architect

We seek to build on these plans and reports, updating with current state-of-the-art town-planning principles and extensive
further community consultation.
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Our Concept for the Masterplan meets the Seven Urban Design objectives of the Regional
NSW Urban Design Guide:
1.

Better Fit - contextual, local and of its place
-

the “verandah post town” with both aboriginal and non-aboriginal heritage celebrated.
the response to local character is to link the landscape from the natural and unordered – suggested as
“Rainforest by the River”- extending up Belmore Street to the more formalised urban structure of High Street.

Photo of established Cabbage Tree Palm
grove to be introduced Riverside at the
bottom of Belmore Street.
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2.

Better Performance – sustainable, adaptable and durable

-

3.

Planting of trees, addition of flowing water, and reduction in tarmac area creates a cooler, tempered environment.
New toilet facilities can be an example of sustainable community facility with:
- P.V. cells to roof top
- Water-saving taps and sanitary fixtures
- Tank/roof water harvesting

Better for Community - inclusive, connected and diverse

-

The new scheme brings people together enabling a cohesive, regional community for all people of the Nambucca
Valley.
The community of Bowraville is unique and by introducing local themes and symbols gives that community a sense
of pride in their special uniqueness.
This is welcoming to both visitors and locals alike.
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4.

Better for People - safe, comfortable and liveable

-

Weather protection (shade) and prioritisation of pedestrian needs and safety result from the widened, landscaped
median strip in High Street.

-

New defined linking of river and rainforest to the town optimises the opportunity of social connection to the natural
environment.
The new design creates places that encourage social, physical and economic activity.

5.

Better Working - functional, efficient and fit for purpose

6.

7.

Placement of power lines underground, accompanied by new street lighting creates better public space quality.
The commercial centre becomes a more pleasant and welcoming place to go/come to work.

Better Value - creating and adding value

-

The new design can bring many community benefits – both social and environmental, not just monetary return on
investment.

-

A “ripple effect” – both economic and social – attracts other similar activities that can boost regional businesses
and social connectedness.

Better Look and Feel - engaging, inviting and attractive

-

As demonstrated recently at Macksville, the upgraded, coordinated urban design will lift the community’s spirit,
engage the senses and stimulate the imagination.
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Bowraville has been the subject of several studies in the past.

We have relied on these, and in particular the 2004 Chamber of Commerce Study by Architect Greg Hamilton.
The ideas contained in his Report still resonate, nearly 20 years on.
However, what has changed in that time is quite significant for Bowraville:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

2009 – The major Bellingen-Bowraville Tourism Road link was severed in the floods and heavy rains of that year.
2015 to now. Climate change. The “Narrabri Factor”. A distinct movement of Baby Boomers (noted by this office)
moving to the Coast to escape “47°c summers out west”.
2017 – Completion of North Coast Pacific Motorway, cutting Macksville off from through-traffic.
2019 – Covid Virus and its effect on Rural-City population shifts. For the first time in 150 years the movement of young
rural people moving to the cities has reversed direction.
2020 – Bushfires. These fires devastated much of the Nambucca Valley and particularly the hinterland immediately
around Bowraville.

Also, Greg Hamilton’s 2004 Report provided cues and illustrated diagrams as to which options were optimal for Bowraville’s
Main Street rehabilitation.
To summarise:
a)
b)
c)

Trees to be planted for shade, colour and character.
Two rows along a widened central median strip emerged as the best fit for Bowraville’s main street, High Street.
The opportunity for central overhead electrical power lines would be ideally realised with this significant development.
Change from vehicular dominance (wide expanses of tarmac) to an emphasis on pedestrian safety, comfort and
accessibility.
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Excerpts from Greg Hamilton 2004
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Excerpts from Greg Hamilton 2004
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Our only major departure from Greg’s suggestions is the idea of a round-about at the junction of High and Belmore Streets.
This would only serve to ensure vehicular priority and create a no-man’s land in the heart of the town.
Our illustrated Masterplan proposal concentrates on the High Street/Belmore Street intersection and this central C.B.D. area.
This does not mean that we don’t acknowledge the valuable-suburban heritage gems as identified in the 1989 Perumal Murphy
Report. By concentrating on the C.B.D. we suggest that the flow-on effect of increased community pride, combined with
commercial activity, will result in a substantial enhanced value throughout the town and beyond.
The main themes we are proposing are:

1) Strengthen the link to the river to the C.B.D. via Belmore Street.
2) Creation of a central median down High Street, a ‘stage’ for enhanced local day-to-day passive activities as much as an
adaptable ‘venue’ for regular markets, concerts, festivals and major events.
3) Preservation and enhancement of existing icons – the Town Clock, the Cedar Grove, the Bowraville Theatre and the Cenotaph.
4) Integration of Gumbaynggirr cultural elements e.g. “traditional healing element” – in the form of a water feature which uses
the topography to gravity-feed a series of stepped 300mm deep waterholes gently cascading down High Street.
5) We have chosen to start the project with an emphasis on Gumbaynggirr ‘Country’ and the numerous benefits that flow from
this cultural embrace.
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BOWRAVILLE CONSERVATION AREA
Population 1,122 (2016 census)

This area is designated in the Nambucca LEP 2010 as one
of only two unique zones in the Nambucca Valley.
It represents a special heritage conservation area in the
‘Veranda Post Town’ of Bowraville.
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4.0 The Four Precincts
The study area has been broken into readily-identifiable precincts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Phoenix Precinct
Town Clock Precinct
Theatre Precinct
Cenotaph Precinct
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Phoenix Precinct No. 1
The first precinct starts at the “top end” of town and forms the southern formal entrance to town (see cover photo).
Features:
•

A widened 10m central median strip with bollards for pedestrian safety.

•

The meandering informal water feature with two rows of informal planting – Cabbage Tree Palms and selected
deciduous street trees.

•

A parklet outside the Le Maroc Café which enables al fresco dining with a water view feature.

•

Seating/street furniture enabling a place of contemplation, which is associated with all cascading water features.

•

At the northern, lower end of this precinct we a have a link to the next Precinct No. 2 in the form of a raised
pedestrian crossing.
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Town Clock Precinct No. 2
(Refer Architect’s impression page 58)
•

This is the ‘heart’ of the intersection of the main High Street and the Belmore Street and the iconic Town Clock, whilst
of dubious architectural merit, we have found it holds a special place in the hearts of all Bowraville people.

•

Previously planted palms provide no shade. An arbour of sturdy timber members achieves several objectives, with
references to the Town’s timber-getting days (inspired by the timber posts which support the Clock) natives and/or
deciduous vines (such as the Wanga-Wanga rainforest species) would climb up and over the arbour.

•

(See Umbrella photo page 54.) The addition of two rows of deciduous trees amongst the provides immediate shade.

•

The Arbour provides a large, shaded civic space with continuous pedestrian access to the Phoenix Precinct # 1.

•

This space can be seen as an ‘island’ linked safely to the commercial premises either side of High Street, and
ultimately to the High-Belmore raised intersection.

•

This becomes or effectively also forms part of the “Town Square”, which can be closed (to vehicles) for concerts,
festivals, markets and other special occasions.

•

Parklets can be associated with retail outlets such as the Bakery/Chocolate Shop. They provide a pleasant safe space
for street-dining and people watching.

•

Links to this precinct lead west to the new Riverside Rainforest Park, and east to the upgraded, rejuvenated ‘Cedar
Grove’.
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Theatre Precinct No. 3
•

Potential continuation of timber arbour relating to the Town Clock pergola.

•

This precinct is formally planned with feature Cabbage Tree Palms and smaller trees, ideally deciduous.

•

A central median 10m wide, allows for stallholders/markets and festival activities.

•

Relating to The Bowraville Theatre, this precinct has potential for events, screenings and concerts held at the Cinema,
as an overflow space from the Theatre’s Foyer.

•

The precinct also relates to and is contiguous with the fourth nominated “Cenotaph Precinct” and, as opposed to the
existing narrow median populated with spikey palms, allows for larger crowds attending Anzac Day and
Remembrance Day ceremonies.
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Cenotaph Precinct No. 4
•

Existing Cenotaph to remain, with a widened median (from current 3m to 8m). (From this point, heading north, the
proposed median narrows from 10m to 8m.)

•

Existing spikey palms to be removed.

•

Assorted plaques and memorabilia mounted on irregularly-spaced rocks need to be removed and relocated in a
landscaped Memorial Garden formed around the central Cenotaph. (Similar to the Cenotaph in River Street,
Macksville.)

•

Bollards can be used to protect and define this central place of remembrance, with allocated flag-supports for special
occasions.

•

A raised pedestrian crossing links both sides of High Street, directly opposite the Post Office. This is the first of several
traffic-calming devices as one approaches Bowraville from the north.
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Additional Areas Associated with, or Complementary to the 4 Precincts
Precinct One: (R.S.L. and Car-Park)
-

The southern entrance to town, an unfortunate and disappointing entry to the “Verandah Post Town”.
Extensive landscaping to the R.S.L. Club and carpark could soften the alien appearance of the Club.
Provision of shaded car and tourist bus parking in existing carpark and surrounding streets would ensure
overflow parking for major events.
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Precincts Two & Three: (Riverside Rainforest and Cedar Grove)
These central “Clock and Theatre” Precincts are bisected by Belmore Street.
- The link from the Riverside Rainforest Park extends up Belmore Street to the raised, traffic-calmed pedestrian “town
square”.
- This way, the “wild”, natural rainforest is linked to the first settlers’ wagon located in the Cedar Grove, which is to be
widened and reinvigorated with more deep soil zone, seating and additional trees.
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Precinct Four: (Bush Tucker Garden)
-

Further north of the Cenotaph Precinct on the eastern side of High Street is a non-descript row of 15 Crepe Myrtle Trees.
These are unimaginatively planted within regular circular concrete ‘rings’ and line the front of the High School’s property.

Our proposal is that, in conjunction with the school, this area becomes a Bush Tucker Garden.
This would necessitate removal of the Crepe Myrtles. Students could begin creating this from scratch.
It could therefore:

-

Provide an on-going educational experience.
Provide a unique northern entrance to Bowraville with appropriate welcoming signage.
Become a unique tourist attraction.
Provide shade to the existing angled car-parking in front of the school.

High Street looking North to Bowraville
Central School. Potential site for unique
Bush Tucker Garden and entrance to town.
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5.0 Miscellaneous Themes
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Artists impression of “Umbrella Festival” High Street, Bowraville – Option One
This concept can be developed in conjunction with the proposed new central row
of street lighting, with underground power.
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Umbrella Festival – Option Two
Shows how this yet-to-be created Festival event
could be integrated with the proposed
arbour/extended Town Clock structure in
Precinct 2; with potential extension to Precinct 3
and the smaller arbour suggested there.
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ARTWORK/SCULPTURES, MURALS AND STREET FURNITURE
UMBRELLA FESTIVAL

• Local Artisans are equal to many in Australia.
• They know their community and its symbols and
sacred objects
• Future commissions should be sought for
contemporary street art, sculptures and murals

Regent Bower Bird sculpture by local artist Nick Warfield

Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoo sculpture by local artist Nick Warfield
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TOWN CLOCK PRECINCT – BEFORE
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TOWN CLOCK PRECINCT – AFTER
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